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To Find Fabric and Patterns in this edition. 

 

Visit the Casual Elegance website … www.casualelegancefabric.com 

 

1. Click on Fabric or patterns. 

2.  Click on a Collection  

3.  Refer to general fabric and pattern categories listed for other products. 

 

 ALL pattern references are EXCUSIVELY Loes Hinse Design and Studio patterns. 
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 LOES HINSE CARMEL SEWING SEMINARS 

2015 

October 2-6 and October 23-27  (full) 

2016 Dates 

March 4-8 and March 18-22 (changed from  March 25-29) and October 7-11 and October 21-25 
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A BONUS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN TOP PATTERN ENVELOPE ! 

 

Awhile back when it was brought to my 

attention that there was in the Mediter-

ranean Top Pattern not only the pattern 

pieces for making a fabric “mix and 

match” top, but also front and back pat-

tern pieces for a tee top with no cut up 

parts! The sleeve pattern piece works 

for both tops. 

I won’t go into details, explanations, or 

excuses! Obviously, Loes knew about 

the second tee top choice in that pat-

tern! She was kind enough to accept my 

… o.k. excuses why I did not notice! 

Things have calmed down in my life! I 

decided now was the time to try out 

that pattern. What I found was a GREAT 

new top pattern!  

On the following page, I have attempted 

to show the difference between the 

Mediterranean, the Bianca, and the    

Perfect Tee patterns.  

The Mediterranean Top is a longer and 

looser fitting top. There is more room in 

the shoulders and is considerably wider 

at the bottom. For all full-figured wom-

en, this pattern is a no brainer! 

 

 

 

 

Loes’ design intent was a fuller top (also longer) worn over  

the Ascona Pant, a slimmer fitting and narrower  leg         

pant pattern. Her intention became a reality! 

 

Next page compares the Mediterranean Top Pattern 

with the Bianca and Perfect Tee. 
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Awhile back in “The Look,” we compared the Bianca top pattern with the Perfect Tee. At that 

time, it was mentioned that the Bianca is Loes’ go-to-top pattern for her store. It is the most 

“basic” fitting tee shirt working for most bodies. It is a great pattern.  

I prefer the Perfect Tee which has a wider upper chest and the top of sleeves sit farther out on 

the shoulder as compared to the Bianca. My theory is a fuller bust needs that extra space. The 

Perfect Tee offers a wider and deeper neckline, but that can be changed—you can raise or low-

er a neckline. 

Now we have added the Mediterranean Top which is quite different from the Bianca and Perfect 

Tee.  For reference in the photos, the Perfect Tee is outlined in green and the Bianca in red. 

The Mediterranean is brown paper and is on the bottom. It is obvious, looking at the photos 

below comparing front pattern pieces, the Mediterranean is designed differently.  

    

Sleeve cap 

comparison 

Sleeve back  

comparison 

 

Front                      

pattern      

comparison        

 Back is nearly  

the same 

 

The Mediterranean Top 

is designed to be a 

looser fitting garment. 

 This is especially great 

for the larger woman.  

The higher shoulder 

seam allows more 

room over the bust. 

The Mediterranean is 

wider at armhole as 

well as being wider 

at the sides.  
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PRACTICE WHAT YOU PREACH! 

 

The season is changing. Weather is cooling. We are thinking about warmer knit tops. That 

translates to sewing some new tee tops/sweaters which usually means sewing with knits. Some 

knits stretch more than others and need help while sewing to keep the stretch under control. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After cutting out a Perfect Tee (Loes Hinse Design), I proceeded to sew it together. I must add 

my 5 thread serger is on sabbatical leave (thinks it needs a rest) so am using 3 threads on the 

serger and my sewing machine for the line of stitching. (Note: Loes recommends 3 threads ra-

ther than 4.) Then I got carried away. Got in a hurry! O.K. I’ll blame it on my excitement! Did-

n’t take time to THINK, and I did NOT test the fabric for stretching, etc. After all these years 

working with Loes and incorporating her techniques into my own wardrobe construction as well 

as adamantly suggesting her techniques to others, you would think I would know better!!! 

Thinking back, I am shocked I did what I did. On my part, it was an out-and-out MISTAKE! And 

as usual, one pays for their mistakes. And I did! 

What does Loes suggest? On all fabric and especially knits, always sew on scraps of the fabric 

you are using to see how it reacts. Does it stretch? Cut a curve duplicating the neckline. Serge 

around it. Compare the shape with the pattern piece back neckline. This will quickly tell you if 

the fabric has stretched. Sew/serge on a piece duplicating the shoulder seams and even dupli-

cating the curve in the sleeve from cut line to notches. You will find out how the fabric reacts.  

If it doesn’t stretch, you are set. If it stretched some, consider dialing in the differential feed on 

your serger and testing again. Often that is enough to stabilize. Or if you are using a 5 thread 

serger, more often than not you will need no further stabilizing. The 5 threads hold the fabric 

more securely.  

Back to my not NOT practicing what I preach! 

First, I serged the shoulder seams and realized then I was in trouble. Why in the world did I 

NOT test the fabric FIRST? I then took out the serging and dialed up the differential feed, 

serged, and stitched again. That helped but the stretching had already done its thing. I should 

have stopped there, but I didn’t. It was obvious, the shoulder seams were too stretched out. 

But crazy me, I still kept going! I then serged around the back neckline—with the differential 

feed turned up a notch or two. When compared with the back pattern piece, it was STILL 

stretched—3 1/2” to be exact! The shoulder seam would have been at my elbow! And the 

neckline would have gaped horribly.   

 

While thinking about sewing some 

tops with sleeves, I chose our      

Ivory Textured Knit w/Black Specks.    

I love it.  It is gorgeous. I got some! 
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What could I do? Into the garbage it went. It was evening and I knew the next day was gar-

bage pick up day. I couldn’t change my mind! 

What did I then do? Got more fabric! I recut the front and back. THIS TIME using scraps of fab-

ric, I tested it cutting a curve mimicking a back neckline, another for the bottom curve of 

sleeves, and straight pieces to test the shoulder seams. What did I find? I needed to stabilize! 

In this case, in all three places! 

I ended up stabilizing the shoulders with a straight line of stitch-

ing done first. Then serged the seams. Stitched the line around 

bottom of the sleeves – from cut edge to notches on both front 

and back. (Do not stabilize sleeve cap as it will hinder easing the 

sleeve into the armhole.) Then I used the cut piece of lingerie 

elastic to stabilize across the back neckline. It all worked very 

well.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Below are Loes’ suggestions for stabilizing knit fabric 

 

WHERE TO CONSIDER STABILIZING 

 

BACK NECKLINE: In MANY situations, stabilizing the back neckline is all that is needed.  

   Loes’ philosophy is if the back neckline is stabilized, it will usually  

   hold the garment in place.  

   NOTE: Do not stabilize the front neckline as it binds up the 

     front and inhibits the fabric draping. This applies regardless of 

     what type of serger and/or sewing machine you are using. 

SHOULDER SEAM: There are times when the shoulder seams need to be stabilized.  

   NOTE: Usually the back neckline is sufficient. 

 

SLEEVE CURVES: Sleeve curves sometimes need to be stabilized.  

   NOTE: Do not stabilize the sleeve cap as it can hinder its easing 

     into armhole. 

 

And this time … I have a                

Perfect Tee I can wear! 
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TYPES OF SERGERS AND STABILIZING 

 

5 Thread Serger 

Using a 5 thread serger, in most cases, is adequate for stabilizing most knits.                     

However, test YOUR machine and fabric you intend to use.    

 

NECKLINE:   Serge with all 5 threads around the BACK neckline. Use   

    3 threads to serge around front neckline. Using 5    

    threads on the front neckline binds it up too much inhibiting it from 

    draping on your body.  

BOTTOM OF SLEEVES: Serge with 5 threads around sleeve bottoms from under arm to front 

    notch and under arm to back notches. Switch to 3 threads for  

    serging around remainder of sleeve.  

SHOULDER SEAMS: Using a 5 thread serger should be enough stabilizing on shoulder 

    seams. But do test your fabric to make sure. 

 

      3 Thread Serger 

Using a 3 thread serger for stabilizing requires some additional help! 

 

Loes basically suggests three ways to stabilize knit fabric. 

 

INSERTING LINGERIE ELASTIC IN BACK NECKLINE  

1. Using the neckline of the back pattern piece, measure from shoulder to   

 shoulder minus seam allowances. Cut a strip of lingerie elastic matching that   

 measurement. Cut strip in half lengthwise. (End up with a narrow strip of elastic  

 with a cut edge.) There is a woven line on the lingerie elastic you can use as a cutting

 guide. 

2. With a pin, mark center of elastic. Mark center of back neckline on garment. 

3. Matching edge of elastic with cut edge of neckline, position the elastic with each end in a 

 shoulder seam allowance. Match center of elastic with center back of garment. Pin in 

 place. 

 4. Starting at one shoulder seam, serge or zig zag elastic to back neckline.  

  NOTE: Loes does not recommend stabilizing front neckline. Stabilizing the 

    front neckline would bind up the fabric inhibiting its draping from 

    your body.   

6.  When ready to topstitch neckline, turn under (elastic is enclosed in seam allowance) and 

 topstitch easing seam allowance into place.  

  NOTE: Lingerie elastic can be used in other areas needing stabilizing.     

    Method is the same. 
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INSERTING A LINE OF STITCHING IN BACK NECKLINE 

 

1. Barely inside the stitching 3/8” seam allowance, stitch a line of machine stitching work-

 ing from one shoulder across the back to the other shoulder. Stitch only across back 

 neckline. Stitching around front neckline would hamper the draping of  the neckline. 

  NOTE: Use a stitch length intended for knit fabric. If the stitch is too large, 

    i.e. a basting stitch, it will not stabilize enough. Test stitching on a 

    scrap. And remember when testing, stitch in a curve to mimic the 

    curved neckline. 

2. When at the place in construction where the neckline is ready to be done, serge  

 around entire neckline. Turn under seam allowance and top stitch in place.  

  NOTE: This method can be used in other areas needing stabilizing. 

 

 

INSERTING A BIAS CUT STRIP OF LAUNDERED CHIFFON 

 

 1. Using basically the same method as the insertion of the lingerie elastic, insert the 

  strip of chiffon where stabilizing is needed.  

 

There are products on the market designed specifically for stabilizing knits.  

Loes’ ideas are her industrial approach to garment creation.  

And …. running a line of stitching does not require purchasing yet   another product.  

Give it a try! Be sure to do it on a scrap of fabric—the same fabric as                                   

the garment you are sewing.  

 

And remember, if you have a 5 thread serger, that is more than likely all the stabilizing you 

need. And remember to switch to 3 threads around the front neckline! 

 

But … please … test your fabric! You may need to dial in the differential feed! 
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LOES AND HER SCARVES! 

 

 Never will you enter Loes’ store    

and not be impressed with her use of 

scarves—a lot—as a great accessory.  

Made out of just about any type of knit or 

lace - they are easy to make and certainly 

add pizzazz! 

Her most recent scarves have been made 

to match a tee top made from                   

the same fabric!  

 

This is a beautiful taupe knit. 

Look for “Fall Transaction Knits” 

And “Knits for Scarves” 

on our website. 
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What size do you make? Personal preference! Make as long or as wide as you want.  

For this quick and easy accessory, purchase enough                                                       

fabric to make a tee top and a scarf.     

You will need to do some math! 

 

Refold fabric so one side (widest part) will accommodate width of pattern pieces.  

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

Lay out pattern 

pieces with cen-

ter front on fold.      

 

 

Repeat with 

back pattern 

piece placing 

center back on 

fold. 

Lay out sleeves flipping one so you have a 

front and a back. If not, you will end up with 

2 sleeves exactly the same and one won’t fit 

correctly into armhole! 

 

In one of our recent 

emails, you saw this 

photo  of a scarf         

constructed out of 

the matching fabric. 

 

Using the narrower 

part of fabric, roll hem 

around entire scarf. 

 

Voila!  

Fold 

 

Usually, you will need enough 

fabric for the length of the 

front, the length of the back, 

and the length of two sleeves. 

On some fabrics, you may be 

able to squeeze in two sleeves 

next to each other on the   

wider folded part. 
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More of Loes’  

variety of scarves 
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In case you missed receiving        

these “almost weekly” emails … 

here is an overview. 

Sign up to receive these 

on the Casual Elegance               

website. 
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Did not include emails                  

announcing “The Look.” 

 

We do intend to  

‘more or less’ on a  

weekly basis send 

you an email about a                

product or garment creation. 
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As we move              

into Fall … 

one last look at a   

summer rose! 

    

Gearing up for a cooler 

weather wardrobe, there are 

and will be more new fabrics     

available. 

Watch for your                          

email notices! 

And please visit the website! 

©  2015    The Look is created and published by Loes Hinse and Sharon Lyon.  

Loes Hinse Studio, Loes Hinse 

San Carlos Square, between 5th & 6th on San Carlos St. 

P.O. Box 1991 

Carmel, CA  93921 

P    831.620.1060 

Casual Elegance, Sharon Lyon 

P.O. Box 6453 

Chico, CA  95927 

P  530.343.6838    E      info@casualelegancefabric.com     

F  530.894.5321    W    casualelegancefabric.com 

 


